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Paths are interesting human artifacts which are often
taken for granted. Even if noticed, the form that a path takes

may appear to be of no particular significance, but is a complex
record of peoples attitudes toward space and distance, pointing
to a kind of collective awareness of an environment.

The only condition necessary for developing a path is a
number of people regularly travelling from one point to
another. The variables of path formation are many. lmagine a

situation where a volume of people suddenly begin to walk a

certain distance between points, for instance, if a new

dormitory is opened across a park from a campus. People will
walk through the park following routes determined by how
they perceive obstacles, points of interest along the way, and
other diversions. Typical obstacles might be wet spots, steep

hills or other surfaces which are difficult to walk on. Common
diversions might be relatively convenient roads, sidewalks or
preexisting paths. These diversions are capable of making a
route a great deal longer than is functionally necessary. A
person may not even realize that a chosen path is not the short-
est route because "shortest" may be equated with "most
convenient. "

In a more generalized sense, each individual travels the
route which reflects his or her concept of the space and distance
between points. No one will walk a straight line or even the
shortest possible route. By law of averages, after a period of
time, a barely visible swath of ground will become more
trampled than the rest revealing the most frequently
duplicated, but general route. At this point swaths will not even

connect, but once these visible traces emerge, they become a

strong aspect of the environment to reckon with. People who
may not have contributed to the general route-duplication,
now do so. The segmented swaths become joined and route-
averaging occurs in progressively more narrow strips until a

mature path is formed. A mature foot path will measure slight-
ly less than the combined width of two average size feet. It
represents the lowest common denominator of spatial
perception.

Path as a symbol for collective awareness of spatial
environment naturally raises the question of how a concept of
space is attained. It seems that our concepts of space must be

very partial considering that we have no direct sense of space,
only the power to walk through it and analyze a continuum of
bioptic parallax information which is physically two
dimensional on the retinal surface of reception. Our senses of
touch and smell are so extremely local that they are virtually
useless in providing spatial images. Through these observations
I have become interested in the way visual (two dimensional)





information relates to and influences concepts of space and
how deduced spatial concepts affect visual images of environ-
ment.

The piece PATH consisted of suggesting an alternative to
a preexisting path which went out of the way to use a road. The
new route was made of four segments which angled off each
other in anticipation of obstacles. It was more direct but
crossed a steeper part of an intersecting gully. By going into the
gully, part of the path became unseen producing a visual
nonconformity and setting up a situation where visual
information and spatial concept were mutually exclusive.

The new path was outlined on a winter morning after a
heavy snow fall. I followed the packed trail of the old path to a
certain point then made a calculated digression. By shuffling, I
was able to make the new path just as evident as the old path.
The permanence of this new path of course depended on the
adoption of my concept of space and distance by the path-
making population. This alternate route was adopted
immediately and proceeded to evolve, bypassing the normal
progression of averaging. When the snow had nearly all
melted, the new path was clearly visible as a line of packed ice.
Later it became a line of greener grass as the packed earth
retained more water than surrounding ground. Soon the
situation reversed and the path began maturing into the final
image of visual and spatial discontinuity.

Above Opposite: Path viewed from the south showing visual
nonconformity due to gully. Below Opposite: Same path
viewed from the north. The path consisted of segments angling
off each other in anticipation of obstacles ahead.



Top: Path seen from the north, visually corrected to eliminate
a portion of real space. Bottom: Path seen from south
producing same effect.



Top: Path seen from north
nonexistent in real space.
producing same effect.

displaying visual nonconformity
Bottom: Path seen from south


